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HYBRID INTERREGIONAL INPUT-OUTPUT CONSTRUCTION METHODS: APPLIED TO THE
SEVEN REGION SPANISH INPUT-OUTPUT TABLE

Fernando Escobedo-Cardeñoso¹ & Jan Oosterhaven²

Abstract

This paper searches for an optimal combination of non-survey methods when constructing a
Spanish interregional input-output table for the region of Madrid and the five provinces of the
region of Castilla-La Mancha (CLM), given thirteen Spanish regional input-output (IO) tables
for the period between 1999 and 2005. Hence, we develop different regression analyses to
obtain the trade submatrices of the table. These regression analyses are based on statistical
data on the road transport of goods, on input-output interpolation and extrapolation
techniques to calculate the necessary coefficients. Finally a procedure is devised to tally the
summation of the provincial and rest of Spain IO submatrices with the National IO table.

Keywords: Interregional input-output analysis, Non-survey methods, Regression analysis,
Commodity trade flows, Spanish regions.

1. Introduction

The debate about the pros and cons of different methods to construct regional and
interregional input-output tables (IOTs) is predominantly phrased in terms of “either/or”. It
evolves around such research questions as whether non-survey methods are acceptable or not
and even whether using non-survey sector multipliers without IOTs are acceptable. At a more
complex level questions arise about which type of coefficients, such as location quotients
(LQs) or cross industry quotients, are best when estimating a non-survey IOT (Schaffer &
Chu, 1969; Round, 1978), and whether using national coefficients and adapting them with
RAS to the totals of the region at hand is acceptable or not (Hewings, 1969) or whether using
IOT of different regions and adapting them with RAS is acceptable (Thuman, 1978). Even
more subtle issues are the choice of survey strategies. Is it better to ask firms for their
sales/exports behaviour or for their purchase/import behaviour, and how useful is it to over-
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sample wholesale and transport sectors in order to get information on the export or the import coefficients of the products traded or shipped? (Boomsma & Oosterhaven, 1992). Also there is the issue whether the accuracy of non-survey methods should be evaluated at the level of the cells of the IO table (partitive accuracy) or better at the level of IO sector multipliers (holistic accuracy) (Jensen, 1980). Finally, specifically at the interregional level, at the edge between IO table construction and IO model building, there is the choice between the interregional IO versus multiregional IO versus gravity IO methods (Isard, 1951; Chenery, 1953; Moses, 1955; Leontief & Strout, 1963).

In many practical cases, however, the issue is not so much about which method is better or worse, but which method is more appropriate in which data situations or in which model applications, and in which it less. Thus, it may occur that both Beemiller (1990) and Bourque (1990) are right. Bourque in claiming that the RIMS non-survey IOTs based on LQs produces too large errors to be acceptable and Beemiller in claiming that combining survey information for the exogenous impulse with a non-survey IOT produces acceptable impact estimates. The same conclusion was drawn from a tourism impact study in the Netherlands. Multipliers for the tourism-related sectors that were survey-based were very close to those of a comparable survey IOT, whereas the non-survey multipliers for the other sectors were quite off the mark, notwithstanding that they did not influence the impact variables much (Spijker, 1985). Consequently, West (1990) and Lahr (1993) conclude that the future is for hybrid IO tables and models. When constructing a series of intercountry IOT for the EU Van der Linden and Oosterhaven (1995) use a – given the available data – optimal combination of the interregional IO model, the multiregional IO model, and RAS to re-price the import matrices from ex customs prices to producers’ prices.

In this paper, we will also search for an optimal combination of methods when constructing an interregional IOT for the Spanish regions of Madrid and Castilla-La Mancha (CLM), given the available data. The Spanish case is particular in that some thirteen Spanish regions have survey type IOTs with many sectors, mostly for 2005. Hence, we develop an optimal mixture of the full information intra-regional IO model for Madrid and CLM and the IO gravity model for the interregional trade matrices. Besides, we develop new methods to cope with the richness of survey data about regional purchase coefficients and foreign import

---

3 See further Oosterhaven (1984), who distinguishes a whole family of regional and interregional square and rectangular accounting frameworks, discusses their different data requirements and whether or not a plausible IO model may be based on each of the different accounting schemes.
coefficients, based on the IO interpolation and extrapolation techniques from Oosterhoven (2005).

2. Methodology

The accounting structure of the ideal interregional input-output table (IOT) for a certain nation (E) is given in Table 1. Each of the larger rectangular submatrices has the size \( I \cdot (I + Q) \), where \( I \) is the number of industries and \( Q \) is the number of domestic final demand categories. The number of these interregional submatrices equals \( R \cdot (R+1) \), where \( R \) = number of regions and \( I = \) foreign imports. The other submatrices relate to remaining final demand \( F \) (foreign exports and changes in stocks) and gross value added at market prices \( V \) (product taxes minus subsidies, labour cost and operating surplus). Note that their overall totals equal total imports, exports and value added\(^4\). Thus, Table 1 depicts the sectoral disaggregation of both the regional and the national macroeconomic accounting identities \( Y = C + I + G + E - M \) \(^5\).

The construction of any interregional IOT, within general accounting principles, essentially depends on the availability of survey data. Details on the data available for the construction of an interregional IOT for the Region Castilla-La Mancha (CLM) and the Comunidad de Madrid are given in the following pages and details on the location of the two regions and the constituent five Provinces of CLM are given in Figure 1. Their relative locations underscore the economic logic of combining the region of Madrid (M) with that of Castilla-La Mancha (CLM) into one IOT. The region Rest of Spain (R) is Spain less Madrid less CLM, that is, the total of Andalucía, Aragón, Asturias, Baleares, Canarias, Cantabria, Castilla León, Cataluña, Comunidad Valenciana, Extremadura, Galicia, Murcia, Navarra, País Vasco, Rioja and the autonomous cities of Ceuta and Melilla. Finally the region Rest of the World (RoW) is the World less Spain.

Spain (E), Madrid (M), and Castilla-La Mancha (CLM) have detailed industry-by-industry IOTs for 2005. In the case of Spain a full matrix with imports from the Rest of the World (RoW) is available, whereas for exports only columns in the Rest of the EU (RoEU) and the Remainder of the RoW (RRoW) are available. Additional to that information, the comparable IO tables for Madrid and CLM also have a full import matrix for the Rest of

\(^4\) The zeros indicate that transit trade is assumed to be equal to zero.
\(^5\) In Table 1, taking cell totals of the vectors and matrices mentioned, the national macro economic accounting identity equals \( v^h = \sum_i y^i + d^i - m^i \), while the regional macro identity equals \( V^r + V^y = y^r + \sum_{sr} (Z^{sr} + Y^{sr}) + F^r - \sum_{sr} (Z^{sr} + Y^{sr}) - M^r - M^y^r \), with \( y^r = C^r + F^r + G^r \).
Spain (RoS), separate import matrices for the RoEU and the RRoW, and an export column for the RoS; CLM IO table provides with data of the five provinces also. On the other hand we have another ten symmetric regional IO tables (Andalucía 2005, Aragón 1999, Asturias 2005, Baleares 2004, Canarias 2005, Castilla León 2005, Comunidad Valenciana 2000, Galicia 2005, Navarra 2005 and País Vasco 2005) and another supply and use table (Cataluña 2005), all of them at basic prices (see Table 2). In all these input output tables we have also data about the employment by sector.

Furthermore, detailed foreign export data are available for all provinces as well as detailed road transport data. The latter, however, are only considered reliable when aggregated to regions. Thus, hardly more information is available for the Region of CLM than for the Provinces of CLM. Consequently, we have chosen to construct a seven region IOT for Spain, with Madrid, the five CLM provinces and the RoS instead of a three region table with Madrid, CLM and the RoS. In this way, we are able to reach the NUTS 3 level in the regional statistical classification of the European Union. This seven-region IOT will be estimated such that it is consistent with the national IOT for Spain, which will thus function as the double-entry control total for the interregional IOT (see Boomsma & Oosterhaven, 1992, for the optimal use of double-entry bi-regional book-keeping).

Before going into the details of the seven-region Spanish IOT construction, we summarize the two main properties of the construction method. First, note that it primarily works along the columns of the IOT, disaggregating purchases. Only when estimating the block column matrix for the RoS, row-wise accounting identities are used. This last step thus secures that the summation of the interregional IOT over its seven regions does result in the exact national IOT for Spain for 2005. Second, note that the RoS during all main construction steps is calculated as the residual between the total of Spain on the one hand and Madrid plus CLM on the other hand. This is justified as the RoS is comparably large, and because the errors made when estimating the approximated data for, especially, the CLM provinces will at least partially compensate each other. Consequently, even large percentage errors made for CLM provinces will produce only small percentage errors in the RoS.

Finally, note that the resulting seven-region Spanish IOT has a typically hybrid character. Its Madrid intra-regional and foreign import sub-matrices have a cell-specific, survey character. Its CLM provinces’ intra-regional and foreign import sub-matrices have a

---

6 Presently, our method ignores the opportunities to balance the interregional IOT at the cell level, as advocated by Boomsma & Oosterhaven (1992). To apply their bi-regional construction method to the Spanish seven-region case would require the additional estimation of seven non-survey domestic sales matrices, of six matrices with regional sales coefficients and of six sets of bilateral export coefficients.
cell-differentiated row-specific, semi-survey regression character. Its Madrid’s and CLM’s domestic import sub-matrices have an aggregate row-specific, semi-survey gravity regression character. And, its RoS block-column sub-matrices have a row-specific, non-survey residual character.

2.1 TOTAL OUTPUT, EXPORTS, NET TAXES AND VALUE ADDED

The first step we have to take consists in checking if the sum of the IO tables of Madrid and CLM are less than the IO of Spain. This is obvious, but as those tables are carried out by different governments with specific criteria for each IO table, it is necessary to design a procedure in case we find errors.

The first stage is to get total output per sector for each one of the seven regions of the model. The total output of Madrid and the provinces of CLM are in the IO tables of Madrid and CLM respectively. With respect to the total output in the rest of Spain this will be:

\[ X_i^R = X_i^E - X_i^M - X_i^{\text{CLM}} , \]

where \( i = 1...n \), number of sectors of the economic structure of Spain and its different regions.

The second stage refers to the value added categories. In the case of Madrid it is taken directly from its regional 2005 IO table. In the case of the CLM provinces it is provided part of it by the CLM IO table 2005 and the rest it is approximated multiplying by employment shares between provincial and regional values. Finally, with respect to the rest of Spain region, we do:

\[ v_{ij}^R = v_{ij}^E - v_{ij}^M - v_{ij}^{\text{CLM}} , \]

where \( i = 1...\text{vac}; j = 1...n...fd \) (\( \text{vac} \), value added categories and \( \text{fd} \), final demand categories).

The following stage is related to the final demand category “changes in inventories”. This category is treated alone because it sometimes takes negative values and because we take the hypothesis than it has only a regional character. In this way the values of Madrid are taken from its IO table and the values of the CLM provinces are approached in the following way:

\[ c_{it}^p = c_{it}^{\text{CLM}} \frac{X_i^p}{X_i^{\text{CLM}}} , \]

With respect to the value of changes in inventories in the rest of Spain region, we have:

\[ c_{it}^R = c_{it}^E - c_{it}^M - c_{it}^{\text{CLM}} , \]
After this we face the next stage that refers to the foreign exports. In the case of Madrid we take the values from its IO table; in the case of CLM, if \( e^P_i \) are the foreign exports in sector \( i \) of province \( P \), we can make the following approximation:

\[
(5) \quad e^P_i = e^{CLM}_i \frac{x^P_i}{x_i^{CLM}}, P = A, D, U, G, T; i = 1...n,
\]

The exports \( \hat{e}^R \) obtained from the Spanish Foreign Trade Data Base for any region or province \( R \) may help to improve the accuracy of this step.

With respect to the rest of Spain region, we have:

\[
(6) \quad e^R_i = e^P_i - e^M_i - e^{CLM}_i.
\]

2.2 TECHNICAL AND EXPENDITURE COEFFICIENTS PER SECTOR AND CATEGORY

In this step next to the given matrices with total intermediate requirements and total final requirements for Madrid (i.e. the sum of the regional, domestic imports and foreign origin matrices), comparable technical requirement matrices have to be estimated for the five CLM provinces and Rest of Spain region. After that, it has to be checked that the total requirements by purchasing sector and region plus value added 1\textsuperscript{st} step, are equal for total output.

We may define \( RTC^P_{ij} \), the Regional Technical Coefficient of sector \( j \) of region \( P \) with respect to sector \( i \), as the total national and foreign purchases of sector \( j \) of region \( P \). In the case of Castilla-La Mancha, with \( m^{CLM}_{ij} \) indicating the imports of sector \( j \) of region \( CLM \) from sector \( i \) in RoW, the Regional Technical Coefficient is:

\[
(7) \quad RTC^{CLM}_{ij} = \frac{z^{CLM}_{ij} + z^{RCLM}_{ij} + m^{CLM}_{ij}}{x^{CLM}_{ij} - y^{CLM}_{ij}} = \frac{r^{CLM}_{ij}}{x^{CLM}_{ij} - y^{CLM}_{ij}}
\]

Then we define \( r^P_{ij} \) as the total requirements of sector \( j \) of region \( P \) from sector \( i \), regardless its location. So we have to calculate the total requirements matrices for the seven regions of the model. In the case of Madrid we do:

\[
(8) \quad TR^M = z^M_{ij} + z^{R^M}_{ij} + m^M_{ij}
\]

In the case of the provinces of CLM we estimate them as follows:

\[
(9) \quad r^P_{ij} = z^P_{ij} + z^{R^P}_{ij} + m^P_{ij} = RTC^{CLM}_{ij} \left( x^P_{ij} - y^P_{ij} \right) = r^{CLM}_{ij} \frac{x^P_{ij} - y^P_{ij}}{x^{CLM}_{ij} - y^{CLM}_{ij}}, P = A, C, U, G, T; i, j = 1,..., n
\]

And for the Rest of Spain region, the total requirements will be:
2.3 ESTIMATION OF PROVINCIAL COEFFICIENTS

Now we are going to calculate three types of provincial coefficients that later they are going to be useful to obtain the different submatrices of the model.

With respect to the intraprovincial matrices they are got by multiplying the total requirement matrices with regional self-sufficiency ratios, also labelled as Regional Self Purchase Coefficients (RSPCs, Stevens & Trainer, 1980). The Spanish IO data are unique in the sense that there are twelve regional symmetric IO tables referred to the NACE two digits classification (with some disaggregations and aggregations of those sectors) so around \(60 \times 60 = 3600\) cell-specific RSPCs can be calculated for those twelve Spanish regions. To keep the construction methodology tractable, we have chosen to explain the (row) aggregate RSPCs for the 60 supplying sectors by means of regression analysis with sectoral fixed effects, and to use the average row pattern of the cell-specific RSPCs to differentiate the aggregate RSPCs by purchasing industry and purchasing category of final demand (see Ralston, Hastings & Brucker, 1986, for the necessity to do this). In this way we can use the another Spanish regional IO framework, which is use table.

To explain the aggregate sectoral RSPCs from the thirteen regional IOTs, we will use the aggregate sectoral RSPCs from the regional trucking survey, regional sectoral employment shares and geographical indicators, such as land surface share and the regional sectoral employment densities (cf. Oosterhaven, 2005).

We define \(ARSPC_i^p\), the Aggregate Regional Self Purchase Coefficient of sector \(i\) of region \(P\), as the ratio between the total purchases of region \(P\) from the sector \(i\) in region \(P\) to the total purchases of region \(P\) from the sector \(i\):

\[
ARSPC_i^p = \frac{z_i^p}{z_i^p + z_i^{E,p} + m_i^p},
\]

Next, we undertake a regression analysis (RA) and use the trucking survey and other socio-economic variables to check the past results (Wilson, 2000).

\[
ARSPC_i^p = \alpha_i + \beta^p + \gamma_1 \frac{t_{S_i}^p}{t_{S_i}^p + t_{S_i}^{E,p} + t_{S_i}^{FP}} + \gamma_2 \frac{W_i^p}{L_i} + \gamma_3 \frac{L_i^p}{L_i} + \gamma_4 \frac{W_i^p}{L_i^p} + \epsilon_i^p, \forall i,
\]

being:

- \(\alpha_i\), fixed effects constants related to the economic sectors.
- \(\beta^p\), fixed effects constants related to the regions.
• $\gamma_1, \gamma_2, \gamma_3, \gamma_4$, coefficients of the variables.

• $t_{rs}^{RS}$, trucking survey economic value of weight of good $i$ transported from region $R$ to region $S$ in the same year of the regional IO table of region $S$, being $P$ the province or region, $rE$, rest of Spain (outside the province or region $P$) and $F$ abroad.

• $L^R$, land surface of the region $R$.

• $i$, type of commodity transported, $i = 1...s$.

Next, we define $RSPC_{ij}^P$, the Regional Self Purchase Coefficient of sector $j$ in region $P$ with respect to commodity $i$, as the ratio of the total purchases of sector $j$ of region $P$ to the commodities $i$ from region $P$ to the total purchases of sector $j$ of region $P$ to the sector $i$:

\[
RSPC_{ij}^P = \frac{z_{ij}^P}{r_{ij}^P} = \frac{z_{ij}^P}{r_{ij}^P + z_{ij}^{PE} + m_{ij}^P}
\]

Then, we assume that the ratio between the regional self purchase coefficient and the aggregate regional self purchase coefficient for the five CLM provinces is the same than the Castilla-La Mancha one:

\[
\frac{RSPC_{ij}^P}{ARSPC_{ij}^{CLM}} = \frac{RSPC_{ij}^{CLM}}{ARSPC_{ij}^{CLM}} \quad \text{so} \quad RSPC_{ij}^P = \frac{ARSPC_{ij}^{P-R4}}{ARSPC_{ij}^{CLM}} RSPC_{ij}^{CLM}
\]

The next coefficient to be estimated will help us with the foreign imports matrices. The procedure is a copy of the above one, with (row) aggregate regional foreign import coefficients (ARFICs) replacing the aggregate RSPCs. The explanatory variables for the aggregate RFICs per supplying industry will be the same that the ones used before with the addition of the (row) aggregate FICs from the national IOT.

We can define $ANFIC_i^E$, the Aggregate National Foreign Import Coefficient of Spain as

\[
ANFIC_i^E = \frac{m_i^E}{z_i^E + m_i^E}
\]

And the $ARFIC_i^P$, the Aggregate Regional Foreign Import Coefficient of a region $P$ is

\[
ARFIC_i^P = \frac{m_i^P}{z_i^P + z_i^{PE} + m_i^P}
\]

We again undertake a regression analysis:
Next, we define $RFIC_{ij}^p$, the Regional Foreign Import Coefficient of sector $j$ in region $P$ with respect to commodity $i$, as the ratio of the total purchases of sector $j$ of region $P$ to the commodities $i$ from abroad to the total purchases of sector $j$ of region $P$ to the sector $i$:

\[
RFIC_{ij}^p = \frac{m_{ij}^p}{r_{ij}^p} = \frac{m_{ij}^p}{z_{ij}^p + z_{ij}^{E,p} + m_{ij}^p}
\]

And finally we adopt the same hypothesis than with the former coefficient:

\[
RFIC_{ij}^p = \frac{ARFIC_{ij}^{P-RA}}{ARFIC_{ij}^{CLM}} RFIC_{ij}^{CLM}
\]

Besides these two coefficients, there is a third one defined as $ARDIC_{ij}^p$, the Aggregate Regional Domestic Imports Coefficient of sector $i$ of region $P$. It is the ratio between the total purchases of region $P$ from the sector $i$ in the rest of Spain to the total purchases of region $P$ from the sector $i$:

\[
ARDIC_{ij}^p = \frac{z_{ij}^{E,p}}{z_{ij}^p + z_{ij}^{E,p} + m_{ij}^p}
\]

Next, we define $RDIC_{ij}^p$, the Regional Domestic Imports Coefficient of sector $j$ in region $P$ with respect to commodity $i$, as the ratio of the total purchases of sector $j$ of region $P$ to the commodities $i$ from the rest of Spain to the total purchases of sector $j$ of region $P$ to the sector $i$:

\[
RDIC_{ij}^p = \frac{z_{ij}^{E,p}}{r_{ij}^p} = \frac{z_{ij}^{E,p}}{z_{ij}^p + z_{ij}^{E,p} + m_{ij}^p}
\]

In our case of CLM, for the domestic imports we do not do a regression analysis and therefore we make the assumption of:

\[
RDIC_{ij}^p = RDIC_{ij}^{CLM}
\]

This coefficient of domestic imports from the rest of Spain has to be disaggregated into the different provinces. For that we use the trucking survey\(^7\) and a coefficient obtained from that statistic:

\[
t_i^{SP} = \frac{t_i^{SP}}{t_i^{SP}}
\]

\(^7\) Ferreira (2008) has estimated interregional Iberian trade.
That is, the coefficient of imports of product $i$ of province $P$ from province $S$, $l_{SP}^i$, is the economic value of weight of good $i$ transported from province $P$ to province $S$ divided by the sum of all the imports of province $P$ from the rest of the provinces of Spain.

In this way, once we have the three provincial coefficients (self purchase, foreign imports and domestic imports) we come back to the total requirements matrix and we have:

$$r_{ij}^P = z_{ij}^P + z_{ij}^{E,P} + m_{ij}^P = RSPC_{ij}^P r_{ij}^P + RDIC_{ij}^P r_{ij}^P + RFIC_{ij}^P r_{ij}^P = (RSPC_{ij}^P + RFIC_{ij}^P + RDIC_{ij}^P) r_{ij}^P$$

So

$$RSPC_{ij}^P + RFIC_{ij}^P + RDIC_{ij}^P = 1, \forall i, j$$

And in the case of the domestic imports, these can be disaggregated in the following way:

$$z_{ij}^{E,P} = RDIC_{ij}^P r_{ij}^P = l_{SP}^i RDIC_{ij}^P r_{ij}^P + l_{SP}^j RDIC_{ij}^P r_{ij}^P + ... + l_{SP}^P RDIC_{ij}^P r_{ij}^P$$

If $S_1, S_2, ..., S_P$ are the different Spanish provinces which export products and services to province $P$.

2.4 ESTIMATION OF THE REST OF SPAIN MATRICES COLUMN

For the matrices of the rest of Spain column we know the sum of the rows of every matrix in this way:

$$z_{i}^{TR} = x_i^T - c_i^T - c_i^{T,CLM} - z_{i}^{T,M}$$

That is, the sum of the row $i$ of the matrix of the purchases of the region rest of Spain to the province or region $T$ is the total output of region $T$ less its exports, less its changes in inventories less the purchases of the provinces of CLM and Madrid to region $T$.

Then, to calculate every cell of those matrices we take this approximation:

$$z_{ij}^{TR} = z_{ij}^{TR} r_{ij}^R$$

2.5 CONSTRUCTION OF THE MADRID MATRICES ROW OF THE INTERREGIONAL INPUT OUTPUT TABLE

This is the easiest part of the table as in many cases it is only to copy from the Madrid 2005 regional IO table:

Madrid intraprovincial submatrix. It is taken directly from the Madrid 2005 regional IO table.

Madrid domestic exports submatrices to CLM provinces. We apply (26) and then we have:
When \( k = 1 \ldots 5 \), as five are the provinces of CLM. That is, each one of the five matrices of exports from Madrid to the provinces of Castilla-La Mancha is the product of the trucking survey coefficient of the economic value of the trade from Madrid to the province of CLM, by the regional domestic import coefficient of CLM by the total requirements matrix of the province of CLM.

Nevertheless we know the column vector of the exports of Madrid to the rest of Spain, \( e^M_{i,E} \), from the Madrid 2005 regional IO table, so the former values have to be corrected if:

\[
\text{If } e^M_{i,E} = 0 \text{ then } z^M_{ij} = 0, \forall j, k
\]

\[
\text{If } e^M_{i,E} - \left( z^M_{i1} + z^M_{i2} + \ldots + z^M_{i5} \right) < 0
\]

then we have to reduce the cells of the row \( i \) of the five matrices of exports of Madrid to CLM provinces until (31) is positive; otherwise the sum of row \( i \) of the matrix of exports from Madrid to Rest of Spain Region would be negative and that is not possible as the negative values are only in changes of inventory category and this column was taken out from the main part of the interregional IO table.

2.6 CONSTRUCTION OF THE CASTILLA LA MANCHA MATRICES ROW OF THE INTERREGIONAL INPUT OUTPUT TABLE

Madrid domestic imports submatrices from CLM provinces. We apply (26) and then we have:

\[
z^M_{ij} = e^M_{i,E} - \left( z^M_{i1} + z^M_{i2} + \ldots + z^M_{i5} \right) R_{ij}
\]
\[
\begin{align*}
(z_{ij}^p)_{ij}^P &= \frac{ARSPC_{i}^{p-RA}}{ARSPC_{CLM}^{p-RA}} \times RSPC_{ij}^{CLM} r_{ij}^P \\
\end{align*}
\]

We adopt the hypothesis that if \(\frac{ARSPC_{i}^{p-RA}}{ARSPC_{CLM}^{p-RA}} > 1\) then we make \(\frac{ARSPC_{i}^{p-RA}}{ARSPC_{CLM}^{p-RA}} = 1\), as it is not probable that the self sufficiency in the provinces is higher than in the region.

Then, to calculate the CLM interprovincial matrices we have:
\[
(z_{ij}^{SP})_{ij}^{SP} = I_{ij}^{SP} \times RSPC_{ij}^{CLM} r_{ij}^P
\]

Now, like in former cases, we have to make some tests. First, the sum of the 25 provincial matrices has to be the intraregional matrix of CLM. To ensure this condition we make for both the intraprovincial and interprovincial matrices:
\[
(z_{ij}^{S_i S_p})_{ij}^{S_i S_p} = z_{ij}^{S_i S_p} \left( \frac{z_{ij}^{CLM} \times (z_{ij}^{S_i S_p} + \ldots + z_{ij}^{S_i S_p} + \ldots + z_{ij}^{S_i S_p} + z_{ij}^{S_i S_p})}{z_{ij}^{CLM}} \right)
\]

The second condition is more complicated as we have to avoid negative values in the sum of the rows of the five matrices of domestic exports from the CLM provinces to the Rest of Spain Region. In this way we have:
\[
z_{ij}^{S_i M} = x_{ij}^{S_i M} - e_{ij}^{S_i M} + c_{ij}^{S_i M} - z_{ij}^{S_i S_i} - z_{ij}^{S_i S_i} - \ldots - z_{ij}^{S_i S_i}
\]

If \(z_{ij}^{S_i M} < 0\) we have to reduce the values of \(z_{ij}^{S_i M}, z_{ij}^{S_i S_i}, \ldots, z_{ij}^{S_i S_i}\) till we get positive values and of a reasonable magnitude of \(z_{ij}^{S_i M}\). But at the same time we have to fulfill that the 25 provincial matrices of CLM are equal to the regional of CLM, so if we reduce some values of \(z_{ij}^{S_i S_i}, \ldots, z_{ij}^{S_i S_i}\) we have to increase others to maintain:
\[
z_{ij}^{CLM} = z_{ij}^{S_i S_i} + z_{ij}^{S_i S_i} + \ldots + z_{ij}^{S_i S_i} + z_{ij}^{S_i S_i}
\]

Export matrices from the CLM provinces to Rest of Spain Region. In this case we have secured that the values \(z_{ij}^{S_i M}\) are positive and with a reasonable magnitude so then the procedure is the same that we did before:
\[
z_{ij}^{S_i M} = x_{ij}^{S_i M} - e_{ij}^{S_i M} + c_{ij}^{S_i M} - z_{ij}^{S_i M} - z_{ij}^{S_i S_i} - \ldots - z_{ij}^{S_i S_i} r_{ij}^R
\]

2.7 CONSTRUCTION OF THE FOREIGN IMPORTS MATRICES ROW OF THE INTERREGIONAL INPUT OUTPUT TABLE

Foreign imports matrix of Madrid. It is taken directly from the Madrid 2005 regional IO table.
Foreign imports matrices of CLM provinces. In this case we follow (19) and then we have:

\[ m^p_{ij} = \frac{ARFIC^{P-RA}_i}{ARFIC^{CLM}_i} RFI_{ij}^{CLM} \]

But we have to take into account some aspects. First, if \( ARFIC^{CLM}_i = 0 \) then \( m^p_{ij} = 0, \forall j \). Second, we have to see if the value \( \frac{ARFIC^{P-RA}_i}{ARFIC^{CLM}_i} \) is not too high; in this sense we have put a maximum of \( \frac{ARFIC^{P-RA}_i}{ARFIC^{CLM}_i} \leq 4 \). And third, we have to fulfil that the sum of the five foreign imports matrices is the regional foreign import matrix of CLM. To accomplish this we do for \( k = 1...5 \):

\[ m^S_{ij} = m^S_{ij} \left( \frac{m^{CLM}_{ij}}{m^S_{ij} + m^S_{ij} + ... + m^S_{ij}} \right) \]

Foreign imports matrix of Rest of Spain Region. This is calculated as a residual:

\[ m^R_{ij} = m^E_{ij} - m^M_{ij} - m^{CLM}_{ij} \]

That is, the foreign import matrix of Rest of Spain Region is the foreign import matrix of Spain less those of Madrid and CLM.

2.8 CONSTRUCTION OF THE REST OF SPAIN REGION MATRICES ROW OF THE INTERREGIONAL INPUT OUTPUT TABLE

Finally, the block column matrix with the intra-regional transactions matrix and the bilateral domestic import matrices for the RoS has to be estimated. This last step thus secures that the summation of the interregional IOT over its seven regions does result in the exact national IOT for Spain for 2005. All the matrices are calculated as a residual.

Domestic exports submatrix to Madrid. It is the domestic imports matrix of Madrid less the five matrices of the domestic imports of Madrid from the CLM provinces:

\[ z^{R,M}_{ij} = z^{E,M}_{ij} - z^{S^{CLM},M}_{ij} - ... - z^{S^{CLM},M}_{ij} \]

Domestic exports submatrices to CLM provinces. The matrix of domestic imports of the province \( k \) of CLM from Rest of Spain Region is the total requirements matrix of province \( k \) of CLM less the foreign imports matrix of that province, less the imports of province \( k \) of CLM from Madrid and the other four provinces of CLM less its intraprovincial matrix.

\[ z^{R^{CLM}}_{ij} = r^{CLM}_{ij} - m^{CLM}_{ij} - z^{M^{CLM}}_{ij} - z^{S^{CLM}}_{ij} - ... - z^{S^{CLM}}_{ij} \]
Rest of Spain Region intraregional matrix. This matrix is the total requirements matrix of Rest of Spain Region less its foreign imports matrix less the domestic imports matrices from Madrid and the five provinces of CLM.

\[ z_{ij}^R = t_{ij}^R - m_{ij}^R - z_{ij}^{MR} - z_{ij}^{SCLM} - \ldots - z_{ij}^{SCLM} \]

3. Results and discussion

First of all we have to decide our economic sector classification and for that we take the classifications of the IO tables of Spain (E), Madrid (M), and Castilla-La Mancha (CLM). They have detailed industry-by-industry IOTs with 73-59-68 sectors respectively for 2005, although finally as we face the different sector classification of the three tables we have a 47 sector classification for the model related to the NACE 93 rev. 1 Classification or to the CPA 96 Classification. This 47 sector classification involves that no disaggregation of economic sectors are done in those three IO tables. After that we have to harmonize the rest of the twelve regional IO tables to that 47 sector classification and the value added tables of the provinces of CLM. The employment data come too from the IO tables.

Once we have carried out the first steps (total output, value added, changes in inventories, foreign exports, and total requirement matrices) we calculate the regional coefficients, that is, self purchase, domestic imports, and foreign imports coefficients. These coefficients are estimated in a simple way and in an aggregated way.

Then we have to treat the statistical data of the road transport of goods in Spain. This trucking survey is undertaken every year in all the countries of the European Union. In the case of Spain, for example, the annual survey has more than 200,000 data where the most important variables are the type of goods, according to the groups in the NSTR/67 classification, the weight of the goods (gross weight in 100 kg), and the region or province of loading and unloading of the goods (country in the case of imports or exports).

The first and main difficulty we have to overcome is the different product classifications between the input-output tables and the trucking survey. The two digits CPA 96 classification has 60 economic sectors and the NSRT/67 classification has 52 two digits sectors. When we face both classifications, CPA and NSTR, we realize that all the NSRT sectors only correspond to the first half of the CPA sectors, as the second half of the CPA sectors are related to services, not to products, so for the services sectors we do a regression between the total trades between two territories. Once we have treated and adapted the
truckling survey data, and applied the corresponding prices, we estimate the same coefficients than we did before for the regional IO tables.

The next step is the regression analysis between the intermediate demand and final demand of the IO tables and the statistics with respect to the carriage of goods by road, the employment data and the land areas data. The two last data are easily obtained from the Spanish Statistics National Institute. This regression is two folded, one for the intraregional trade and the other for the foreign trade. Each one of these regressions has four stages. In the first stage we mix the fixed effects $\alpha$ and $\beta^p$ into one only constant and the results are quite good in terms of t-statistics, as many variables are significant, that is, are above 1.96, 95% of reliability, but the R-squared is not good as it is quite below the acceptable values of 0.6 or 0.7, so it is necessary to carry out three more regressions with fixed sectoral and regional effects till we get the optimal combination of the significant effects of those two groups and we reach acceptable values of t-statistics and R-squared. During we do these regressions another analysis we have to do is the multicolinearity or correlation between the variables, where we can check that there is a strong correlation between the variables associated to the employment, that is, employment share and employment density.

It is important to check the plausibility of the values obtained in the regression. For that we compare the self purchase and foreign imports coefficients obtained with the regression with the same coefficients obtained from the IO tables. We check that only a few coefficients estimated with the regression are out of the boundaries fixed by the average values of the IO tables plus/less the standard deviation.

Then it is the moment to begin to construct the different submatrices of the interregional IO table, as it is indicated in the methodology. The first row consists in the seven submatrices of the Madrid province sales. Then we face the most difficult step of the whole process which is the estimation of the 25 submatrices of the internal trade of the five provinces of CLM. We have to estimate these submatrices in a way that when we calculate the submatrices of the imports from the rest of Spain we do not find negative values. After that we obtain the row of the foreign imports and finally, as a residual, we get the rest of Spain row.

4. Conclusions

The availability of many different regional input-output tables provides the researcher with extra information that should be used to improve the accuracy of the construction of an interregional IO method. We create three types of coefficients, self purchase coefficient,
domestic import coefficient and foreign import coefficient, that help us to construct the different types of sub matrices that constitute the interregional IO table. A procedure is devised to make compatible the accurateness of those submatrices with the general requirement of a symmetric input-output table (sum of rows equal to sum of columns, output equal to use), and with the absence of negative values in the intermediate demand part of the table.

The key point of the model is a regression analysis between input-output tables of Spanish regions which have detailed regional, domestic imports and foreign imports and the statistical returns in respect of the carriage of goods by road, besides other parameters like employment and land areas. This regression analysis can be solved with a statistical software package and it has to focus the attention in three main parameters: t-statistics, R-squared and correlation between the variables. Then we have to select the number of variables and create an optimal mixture of fixed sectoral and regional effects to obtain the best results in terms of the statistical parameters mentioned above.
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TABLE 1. Layout of an ideal interregional input-output table.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Region 1</th>
<th>...</th>
<th>Region R</th>
<th></th>
<th>( \Sigma )</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>( Z_1^{11} Y_1^{11} )</td>
<td>...</td>
<td>( Z_R^{RR} Y_R^{RR} )</td>
<td>( F^I )</td>
<td>( x^I )</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>:</td>
<td>:</td>
<td>:</td>
<td>:</td>
<td>:</td>
<td>:</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>R</td>
<td>( Z_R^{RI} Y_R^{RI} )</td>
<td>...</td>
<td>( Z_R^{RR} Y_R^{RR} )</td>
<td>( F^R )</td>
<td>( x^R )</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>( M^I M^I_y )</td>
<td>...</td>
<td>( M^R M^R_y )</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>( m^E )</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>( V^I V^I_y )</td>
<td>...</td>
<td>( V^R V^R_y )</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>( v^E )</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>( \Sigma )</td>
<td>( (x^I y^I) )</td>
<td>...</td>
<td>( (x^R y^R) )</td>
<td>( (f^E) )</td>
<td>( (f^E)' )</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Intermediate demand matrices: regional, domestic imports, foreign imports.
Basic to purchaser's prices categories: CIF/ fob adjustments on exports; direct purchases abroad by residents; purchases on the domestic territory by non-residents; net taxes on imports.
Value added categories: employees’ compensation, other net taxes, gross operating surplus.
Final consumption expenditure categories: households, non-profit institutions, government.
Gross capital formation categories: gross fixed capital formation, changes in inventories.
Export categories: rest of Spain exports, foreign exports.
\[
\begin{array}{|c|c|c|c|c|c|c|c|c|c|c|c|c|c|c|c|}
\hline
\text{Region or Country and year} & \text{Andalucía} & \text{Aragón} & \text{Asturias} & \text{Baleares} & \text{Canarias} & \text{Castilla-La} & \text{Mancha} & \text{Castilla y León} & \text{Comunidad Valenciana} & \text{Galicia} & \text{Madrid} & \text{Navarra} & \text{País Vasco} & \text{España} \\
\hline
\text{Price} & \text{Basic} & \text{Basic} & \text{Basic} & \text{Basic} & \text{Basic} & \text{Basic} & \text{Basic} & \text{No} & \text{Supply table} & \text{Basic} & \text{Basic} & \text{Basic} & \text{Basic} & \text{Basic} \\
\hline
\text{Number of products} & 85 & 90 & 77 & 62 & 104 & 73 & 99 & 98 & 122 & 63 & 100 & 101 & 118 & \\
\hline
\text{Adjustment items} & f & d, f & f & f & d, f & d, f & d, f & f & f & d, f & d, f & d, f & d, f \\
\hline
\text{Total output categories} & s, t, u & s, t, u & s, t, u & s, t, u & s, t, u & s, t, u & s, t, u & s, t, u & s, t, u & s, t, u & s, t, u & s, t, u & s, t, u & s, t, u \\
\hline
\text{Number of industries} & 85 & 68 & 65 & 57 & 64 & 69 & 60 & 84 & 76 & 61 & 48 & 87 & 75 & \\
\hline
\hline
\text{Transformation to purchasers’ prices categories} & v, w, x-y & w, v, x-y & r & w, v, x-y & w, v, x-y & r & w, v, x-y & w, v, x-y & r & w, v, x-y & w, v, x-y & w, v, x-y & w, v, x-y & w, v, x-y \\
\hline
\end{array}
\]
FIGURE 1. Seven regions of the Spanish interregional input-output table.

M: Madrid.
A: Albacete.
D: Ciudad Real.
U: Cuenca.
G: Guadalajara.
T: Toledo.
R: Rest of Spain.